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Call for applicants 
Banting Postdoctoral Fellowships 

 
 
The Centre de recherche interdisciplinaire sur la science et la technologie (CIRST) is Canada's main 

interdisciplinary cluster of SSH researchers studying the historical, social, political, philosophical and 

economic dimensions of science and technology. It is dedicated to excellence in research and to 

knowledge mobilization. 

The CIRST gathers 37 members from de 6 universities (UQAM et ESG, Université de Montréal, 
Université Laval, Université de Sherbrooke, Polytechnique Montréal et Université TÉLUQ). Their 
research fileds are as diverse as history, sociology, political sciences, philosophy, economic sciences, 
management and comunications.  
 
The Centre is inviting outstanding applications it could support for a Banting postdoctoral research 
fellowship. The Banting programme offers a prestigious fellowship of CAN$ 70 000 per year for a 
duration of two years. The programme insists on the synergy between the applicant’s “individual merit 
and potential to launch a successful research-intensive career” as well as on the host institution’s 
“commitment to the research program and environment with which the applicant is to be affiliated.” The 
Banting postdoctoral fellowship is open to all Canadian and international candidates who have 
completed their doctorat between September 20st 2015 and September 30th 2019.  
 
With an unrivaled expertise in STS, long-established international networks, infrastructures serving its 
members (offices, research facility in the digital humanities) and qualified personnel dedicated to 
helping its researchers complete their projects, the CIRST offers an unparalleled research environment 
that greatly contributes to the career of its researchers. In fact, a great number of doctoral students 
and postdoctoral fellows who studied at the CIRST now occupy a major university position. 
 
Those interested in applying should first contact us with a detailed CV as well as a relatively detailed 
research project (3 pages max). The deadline for this first contact with the CIRST is May 25th 2018. 
 
After selection, the applicants will be paired, if it has not yet been done, with one of our members who 
will act, if Banting fellowship is granted, as supervisor for the fellowship duration. This supervisor, as 
well as CIRST’s personnel will guide the candidates throughout the application process. 
 
Note that basic French is a prerequisite for applying for a Banting postdoctoral fellowship through the 
CIRST. 
 
For more informations about Banting Fellowships, visit this website. 
 
For a list of our members and their field of research, follow this link 
 
For informations and applying, contact Daniel Letendre, research professional at CIRST.  

 

http://www.cirst.uqam.ca/
http://banting.fellowships-bourses.gc.ca/en/app-dem_overview-apercu.html
http://www.cirst.uqam.ca/en/chercheurs/membres-reguliers/
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